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Modern Marketing Superheroes

Today's Modern 
Marketing Superheroes 
are Winning Big
Big things are happening. Today’s businesses are moving marketing mountains. They’re 
super-sizing sales impact by aligning efforts. Modern marketing and sales is an evolving 
practice that requires a commitment to alignment, process, and adaptation. 

We consider our customers the ultimate superheroes. These marketing and sales 
professionals are developing processes to keep their organizations running smoothly on a 
daily basis; they are adaptive in crises; and because of their commitment to fueling their own 
customers’ successes every day, they can turn on a dime to bridge gaps when necessary. 

If it takes a village, then the following stories are the ultimate testament to the super forces 
driving today’s business innovation. The 15 companies profiled in this eBook were honored 
at the 2013 Markie Awards, the seventh annual ceremony which took place during  
Eloqua Experience, October 23-25 in San Francisco.

The success cases focus on how marketing and sales teams across all industries are 
rethinking integration, connectivity, and engagement models to maximize their bandwidth 
and deliver on the promise of value to their audiences every day. Their efforts are paying 
dividends with improved sales performance, enhanced integrated systems, and the ultimate 
measure of success: customer delight.

As you’re reading through this eBook, take note of each case study example’s “focus 
words” listed at the beginning of their story. Designed to help you navigate based on 
your topics and challenges of interest, these words and phrases offer a sneak peek at the 
success stories to follow based on industry, vertical, and business model attributes, as well 
as their specific marketing automation use cases.

Discover your team’s superpowers. Find the inspirational innovation in these amazing 
superhero stories. 
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The Superhero Roster
Markie Award Category | Winner

Best Alignment of Marketing and Sales | ADP®

Best Customer Lifecycle Program | OpenText

Best Lead Nurturing Program | Rockwell Automation

Best Lead Scoring Program | FIS

Best Social Campaign | Twitter

Content is King | LifeSize, a division of Logitech

Data Clean House | Blue Coat Systems

Event Nirvana | Adaptive Planning

Integration Innovation | Lexalytics, Inc

Marketing Center of Excellence | Thomson Reuters Governance,  
   Risk and Compliance

Metrics That Matter | Huddle

Most Creative Marketing Campaign | Nitro

Sales Impact | Kronos Incorporated

Marketing Automation Rookie of the Year | ZirMed
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Best Alignment  
of Marketing  
and Sales

Let’s face it. Moving old-school legacy processes into a strategically modern 
environment—particularly at a complex, large enterprise organization with 
thousands of sales associates—is not easy. Business process solutions 
provider ADP®  took the challenge head on. 

Goals and Focus Points
Influence a deeply embedded company culture
Align marketing and sales to strategically improve efficiency
Define leads and lead waterfall stages
Coordinating moving parts
Appease multilevel stakeholders

Minding the Gaps
In 2011, ADP identified process and results gaps that led the sales team 
to begin efforts to redesign the process and spearhead the initiative to 
improve marketing and sales alignment. So the teams overhauled their lead 
management process, giving sales clear definitions about when a lead is set, 
as well as quality verification (an 80%+ conversion to opportunity rate). 

Improving for All (including the customer POV)
In the past, no real definition of a lead existed, overall lead quality was poor, 
and leads were often passed to sales without being qualified. In addition, 
client inquiries masked as leads were often passed to sales rather than to the 
service department. As a result, lead follow-up time was slow and no regular 
reporting existed to help managers manage lead recipient performance. 
From a customer point of view, the change is dramatic and follow up now 
happens within minutes.

By layering in nurturing and scoring strategies, 
lead volume is being continuously driven through 
the process. Sales ready lead volume is up 
21% over the previous year. Not only is sales 
responding to leads but leads are of a higher 
quality with the win rate up 103%, total won 
deals up 26%, and revenue up 48%—all in 
excess of goals set in place by the team.

Focus Words

• Business Process Solutions 
• Legacy Process
• Sales and Marketing  

Alignment
• Company Culture
• Lead Management 
• Lead Nurturing
• Lead Scoring

ADP
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Best Customer 
Lifecycle Program

Over the past six years, SAP has been acting as a reseller of OpenText 
solutions. In many cases, these sales were done without any OpenText 
involvement, so it was impossible to develop relationships with these 
customers. Many of these customers know little to nothing about world 
leader in enterprise information management (EIM) OpenText, 
and few are aware of the many other solutions offered, beyond those on 
the SAP price list. This challenged the company to:

Focus Words

• Enterprise Information 
Management 
• Reseller Management 

Customer
• Onboarding 
• Upsell 
• Cross Sell 
• Identifying Opportunities 
• Customer Nurturing 
• Nurture Track

Identify and address contacts  
within the joint OpenText / SAP 
customer base.

Welcome them to the OpenText 
family to ensure a successful start 
to the relationship.

Educate them regarding solutions 
they already have, as well as the 
extended OpenText product family.

Upsell additional SAP solutions 
and cross-sell other OpenText 
solutions to this base.

All Onboard
OpenText developed a process for a customer onboarding website 
specifically personalized at both the individual and company level. While 
onboarding customers, managing them through the customer lifecycle, 
and finding opportunities for cross-sell and upsell are not new concepts, 
automating this process and applying it to a previously ignored customer 
segment has made a huge impact for OpenText, initially in EMEA and 
then for other business regions.

Automating Connections
Before, the team at OpenText would receive a royalty report from a 
partner, say “Thanks!”, and send them an invoice. No attempt would be 
made to contact these customers, assure their success, or cross-sell 
them on the hundreds of other possible solutions that are not on the SAP 
reseller list.

OpenText can now identify the individuals at the customer involved 
in the purchase, reach out to them in person, and add them into an 
automated onboarding and nurturing campaign stream. They are directed 
to a personalized website that knows who they are, which products the 
company uses, and serves up content accordingly. 

They also are added to a nurturing track that regularly surveys to 
determine their implementation status and satisfaction, as well as 
promoting additional resources and possible complementary solutions.

OpenText has seen a 263% growth in identified contacts from 
this customer base, as well as 60+ new opportunities, amounting to 
millions of dollars of pipeline.

OpenText
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Best Lead Nurturing  
Program

Modern marketers wear many hats, and so do audiences! Industrial 
automation tools provider Rockwell Automation runs multiple 
campaigns targeted at specific market segments. Given a successfully 
performing campaign design, the team sought to take marketing up a 
notch by implementing an automated lead nurturing process. 

The challenge? How to educate and coax non-responders into a 
realization of the value in Rockwell Automation.

Rockwell Automation created and launched a global campaign that 
ran across North America, South America, Latin America and Europe, 
Middle East, and Africa this year. The campaign, focused on one of the 
key business areas of Machine Safety, has both outbound and inbound 
components as well as an automated multi-message customer nurture 
functionality. It is intended to help move existing customers and new 
prospects through a journey of discovery, consideration, and decision 
with the aim to educate, support, and sell Rockwell Automation Safety 
products, systems, and services.

To facilitate direct, buyer-centric communication they built a content-
driven nurturing process within the marketing automation system (MAS) 
and modeled the nurturing process on the SiriusDecisions Buyer’s 
Journey. The campaign contains initial outbound communications, but 
also is designed to respond to potential buyers when they are ready 
to listen. The campaign is designed to run for several years, patiently 
delivering relevant information to the target audience, yet ready to respond 
once potential buyers are ready for deeper discussions in a sales call.

The team mapped out pieces of content to the interests of a person 
who is at any particular stage in the buying journey. Those at the start of 
their journey receive awareness-oriented content that challenges buyers 
to think about specific business drivers. Later stage buyers receive 
more solution-oriented content with more specific technology offerings 
and calls to action. Selective gating is used to understand the specific 
interests of potential buyers and allows the team to serve up content that 
is relevant to the next step in the buyer’s journey.

This campaign process has proven to generate significant interest 
and leads at the start of the program and continues to deliver results 
continuously well after the initial launch. While in the past the team would 
have created multiple campaigns, now results can be achieved in one 
campaign with an automated nurturing process, which has proven to 
yield far better returns over longer periods of time from one marketing 
investment.

Focus Words

• Industrial Automation
• Lead Nurturing
• Lead Contact
• Drip Marketing
• Multiple Campaigns
• Multiple Personas
• Segmentation Strategy
• Global Campaigns
• Content Mapping 
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Best Lead Scoring 
Program

The old adage “quality over quantity” is arguably the most appropriate 
when applied to the lead handoff between marketing and sales. Much 
like other organizations, a primary goal for marketing at FIS—the world’s 
largest provider of banking and payments technologies—is to 
generate and send only the right leads to sales. 

To do so effectively, the company developed a three-layered model 
to scoring including: (1) lead qualification/teleprospecting scoring, (2) 
automated contact-level scoring, and (3) automated account-level scoring, 
all of which work in harmony to help the team send only quality leads to 
sales. 

Phasing Out New Scoring Models
The team initially implemented a two-layered approach to scoring at the 
beginning of 2012. At that time, the team needed a scoring system to 
automatically score each inquiry. Then, based on the data, highest-scoring 
inquiries were sent to the lead qualification (teleprospecting) team and 
prospects were contacted accordingly. Prospects that were “sales ready” 
were sent to sales for additional follow up. Prospects that were not ready 
to talk with sales were moved into the correct nurture program.
Not only did the scoring engine ensure the team sent better quality 
leads to the sales team, but it also helped tighten alignment with sales. 
However, it was not the ultimate goal for scoring. Because FIS operates 
in a complex B2B space with long sales cycles, their teams need the 
ability to react quickly to market shifts and assist the account-driven sales 
organization.  

In 2013 the team focused on adding account-based scoring to help 
determine the buying strength of the account and allow sales to better 
identify key selling opportunities. 

Exceeding Business Expectations
Since rolling out the phased lead scoring program, FIS exceeded overall 
campaign response goals by 140%, almost doubled the sales 
acceptance rate with 88% growth, and saw a 141% increase year-
over-year in closed won contract value associated with a demand 
generation campaign. The company also can now identify low scoring 
contacts that were originally disregarded because of score yet were part 
of a high scoring account. 

Focus Words

• Banking and Payments
• Lead Scoring
• Lead Handoff
• Sales And Marketing 
Alignment
• Lead Qualification
• Automated Scoring
• Account-Level Scoring
• Scoring Model

FIS
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Best Social 
Campaign

Instead of sending a generic email wishing their customers “Happy 
Holidays!”, online social networking service Twitter decided to do 
something different—something that would make an impact not just on 
customers, but also on the greater community.

The team thought about how to use the Twitter platform to spread 
holiday spirit. As a social company, Twitter’s goal is to lead by example 
and to use its own platform to show other businesses how to grow their 
presence on Twitter. 

Cross-Channel Campaigning
In the 2012 holiday campaign, for every Tweet containing the hashtag 
#Tweet4Good, Twitter donated $1 in Twitter Ads to @RedCross to aid 
their crisis relief efforts (total of $20,000).

Twitter used marketing automation to launch the campaign within one 
week by working up:

Emails in four languages. To personalize emails and share brand 
personality, Twitter dynamically included a funny holiday photo of each 
customer’s individual Account Executive and Account Manager team. 

Landing page. They dynamically tracked campaign progress to the goal 
and populated the avatars of the people Tweeting with the hashtag in real 
time that launched a global email to current advertisers.

Blog post. Explained the campaign and offered customers 
an additional chance to interact with the campaign.

Organic and paid Tweets. Using the most viral way to get the 
message out to a global audience, Twitter wanted to empower users 
everywhere (not just customers or people in the U.S.) to spread the word 
and drive this campaign themselves.

It turns out that viral social media and automation go together like 
holidays and good cheer. Twitter reached the goal of 20,000 tweets 
within nine days of the launch! As a byproduct of the campaign, 
the team also saw 7x more mentions of @TwitterAds daily during the 
campaign period.

A huge hit with customers and a genuine way to give back during the 
holiday season, this campaign was a huge success. 

Twitter

Focus Words

• Social Media
• Social Business
• Social Marketing
• Email Marketing
• Landing Page
• Blog Post 
• Organic And Paid Tweets
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Focus Words

• HD Video Conferencing
• Content Marketing
• Content Audit
• Modern Content Strategy
• Personas
• Gap Analysis
• Matrix
• Scoring
• Content Playbook

Content is King 

Mining the gold in your own backyard can yield a whole new perception 
of marketing communications. When HD video conferencing pioneer 
LifeSize began working on a new website, the marketing team 
meticulously reviewed the content. This effort sparked the opportunity to 
develop a modern content strategy. The team built buyer personas and 
conducted a content audit and gap analysis. They then created a content 
project matrix with a scoring formula to help determine which content 
would have the biggest impact on the business, which resources were 
needed, and the amount of time it necessary to complete each project. 

This gave the team a content strategy playbook that also helped them 
prioritize which content would be developed first, for which personas, 
and what the goals were for each piece of content. From this, the team 
developed an internal content development process with project owners, 
content input brief, and plan that all key stakeholders within the marketing 
team could use to more efficiently manage and develop content for 
demand generation, social media, branding, and partner programs.

The Right Stuff for the Right Persona
LifeSize developed four distinctive target buyer personas and mapped 
content to each persona based on three buying stages: early, middle, and 
late. Using a content strategy document, the team developed a content 
tracker that matched existing content to the appropriate buyer persona 
and identified the appropriate buying stage for each piece of content.

The impact this content marketing strategy has 
made is evident through the conversion rate 
from prospects to sales opportunities. Since 
implementing buyer personas and a content 
strategy, LifeSize has increased conversion 
rates from 24% to 30% (a 25% year-over-
year increase in America) and contributed 
significantly to the overall pipeline.

With buyer personas, content strategy 
playbook, and content development processes 
in place, the team has vastly improved their 
ability to create more relevant content in the 
past six months than it created in the previous 
year. Additionally, the marketing team has 
increased the ability to create more relevant 
content to the right buyer persona at the right 
buying stage which makes outbound, inbound, 
and lead nurturing programs more effective.

LifeSize
a division of Logitech
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Data Clean House

Doing data right isn’t easy. It’s an ongoing, maintenance-required, 
strategic measure that every marketing organization must take to fuel 
successful campaigns. The marketing operations team at enterprise 
data solutions provider Blue Coat Systems performed an extensive 
audit of the marketing database and cleaned house. The team removed 
obsolete and unrequired contacts and augmented important profile data 
for contacts that were deemed relevant for the sales and marketing 
process.

Because poor data quality was a previous bottleneck to Blue Coat’s 
growth, the company set up marketing automation in early 2012 for email 
marketing with integrated CRM to push leads for sales follow up. 
With no mechanism for data and process governance at that time, it 
was virtually impossible to create data driven marketing programs, or 
demonstrate marketing’s contribution and value. The marketing and sales 
organizations had completely different views of the data and pipeline. So 
it became necessary to bring them all together and standardize on data 
and reports.

Mapping Out a Data Blueprint
To create an efficient, scalable, and reliable data management process 
that would help marketing grow pipeline with better lead conversion 
rates, the team created a blueprint with all Eloqua fields, sales force 
mapping information, and memberships to all the auto-syncs and  
external calls.

Data Paying Dividends
• Better lead qualification process
• Improved sales and marketing alignment
• Net new marketing sourced and accelerated pipeline growth
• Insight into marketing effectiveness

But wait…there’s more!
Blue Coat Systems has seen a 25% increase in MQL volume, and at 
85% contact profile completeness, the centralized and standardized 
marketing database is invaluable to Blue Coat’s ability to exceed defined 
targets. Blue Coat recently acquired three companies, bringing in data 
from different platforms but the solid data framework enabled the 
company to seamlessly integrate this information surge in record time.
As a result the contact database grew by more than 15% in 12 months, 
volume of marketing-qualified leads increased 25%, and 80% of 
sales pipeline was influenced by marketing along with significant 
sourced and accelerated pipeline.

Blue Coat 
Systems
Focus Words

• Enterprise Data Solutions
• Data Management
• Data Restructure
• Intelligence
• Acquisitions
• Process Governance
• Marketing Operations
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Event Nirvana

Event marketing plays a huge role in enabling marketing teams to expand 
their footprints, as well as drive engagement and sales. While it’s a 
great way to connect with people, events can drain budget and require 
headcount and other resources that aren’t always readily accessible.
Software provider Adaptive Planning was challenged to 
dramatically scale its events program without adding headcount, creating 
the need for more bandwidth usage. The team sought to materially 
decrease the amount of time necessary for event coordination and 
planning across the sales, partner, and marketing teams, as well as the 
speaker and customer speaker.

One Source of the Truth
The teams moved coordination to a Google doc to provide marketing, 
sales, and partners visibility and provide real-time input necessary for 
each event, which helped to eliminate back-and-forth coordination. The 
team also built connectors from Google docs to the CRM and marketing 
automation systems. 

Building emails and landing pages is more seamless as information is 
garnered from a centralized source for dynamic content like event date, 
hotel location, customer speaker, agenda, etc.

The team has reduced the amount of time it took to implement a local 
event campaign by almost 40%. Through continual testing, open rates 
are up 14% and click-through rates are up 23%. Registration and 
attendance is up over 270%, conversion rates of those leads is up 9% 
(for a total increase of almost 300%). Additionally, more than 60% of 
deals include someone attending a local event (up from 40%).

The team plans to continue to grow the program and their goal is to 
reduce the effort required by another 30% in the next 12 months.

Adaptive 
Planning

Focus Words

• Event Marketing
• Engagement
• Event Headcount
• Event Coordination
• Real-Time Visibility
• Marketing Automation 

Connectors
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Integration 
Innovation

In the modern marketing world, insights drive smart marketing 
communications. Text analytics software provider Lexalytics 
sought to automate a traditionally arduous process of manually checking 
each user’s balance, usage pattern, and more—and then following 
up manually. This method required five to ten times the account 
management headcount, and was not an efficient error proof sales 
system, as lead and upsell opportunities were often dropped from the 
funnel. 

Collecting and Compiling Customer Info
Lexalytics mapped out a system to collect and compile as much valuable 
information as possible into the marketing automation platform to better 
understand users, current and future needs, and problems. The solution 
integrated Semantria Billing REST API with Eloqua marketing automation. 
The team created custom fields in CDO and contact tables. Semantria 
API pushes real-time values (every 60 seconds) into those custom fields, 
using the user email address for mapping. Some of these fields are: 
Account Balance, Account Type, 1 Day Usage, 7 Day Usage, 30 day 
Usage, etc.

Multiple teams including sales, marketing, and management are 
benefitting from the integrated processes. The integration enables the 
marketing operations team to deliver highly qualified leads, usage history, 
predictable use cases, and a precise lead score—right into the company’s 
CRM system. This empowers the sales team with everything they need 
at their fingertips to close deals.

Proactive Product Sales
In one year, the Semantria product 
saw a 524% increase in gross 
revenue, and the Semantria 
product customer churn for 
the past year was a low 5.7%. 
Some customer losses were due 
to companies shutting down or 
Semantria project completion.

Lexalytics foresees decreased customer churn due to the improved 
efficiency of Account Management and improved lead scoring efficiency, 
which translates to better MQLs (Marketing Qualified Leads) for sales to 
reach out to, the ability to be proactive instead of reactive with customer 
issues, and even more targeted campaigns due to the possibilities of 
improved segmentation.

Lexalytics

Focus Words

• Text Analytics Software
• Information
• Process
• Account Management
• Lead Management
• API Integration
• Marketing Operations
• Mapping
• Analysis
• Data
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Thomson Reuters 
Governance Risk 
and Compliance

Marketing Center 
of Excellence 
Keeping marketing communications teams on the same page can be 
challenging. Prior to 2013, the marketing communication teams at  
enterprise Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) management 
provider Thomson Reuters Governance segmented by product, 
each running disconnected campaigns with unique processes and varying 
standards of reporting and governance. 

At the beginning of 2013, a strategic decision was made to bring the 
teams together into regional hubs supported by a centralized marketing 
operations team. While decisions on processes, reporting, and analytics 
are made centrally, the regional teams have the autonomy to create and 
execute appropriate campaigns locally. Decisions about which campaigns 
should be deployed—such as new business, retention, and nurture—are 
developed in conjunction with sales leadership.

Engaging End-to-End
With this model, Thomson Reuters has introduced a number of key 
processes including:

An end-to-end process for creating a campaign within their 
marketing automation instance (campaign setup, email/landing page 
development, form templates, naming conventions, and brand guidelines), 
linking it to their CRM system, and reporting performance back to the 
business through standardized dashboards.

A contact washing machine process that normalizes a contact’s job 
level, job role, and industry.

A complete lead assignment process that captures different lead 
types (form submission, trial request, telemarketing, and event attendee) 
and routes them through the contact washing machine and a lead scoring 
program in their marketing automation system (MAS) into CRM and on to 
the correct sales rep.

A standardized process for measuring advertising ROI through 
multiple channels such as Google Ads and web banner ads.

Communicating Clearly
With the teams focusing on the content of their campaigns, rather than 
how to send out and report on them, the company saw a 30% increase 
in the number of campaigns going out compared to 2012 and 
reduced the time it takes to create a campaign dramatically. 

The company also estimates that due to the increased number of 
campaigns—and the improved quality of leads passed to sales—
revenue has increased by about 10%, while saving an additional 
10% in improved team performance.

Focus Words

• Governance
• Risk and Compliance
• Reporting
• Analytics
• Marcoms
• Retention
• Nurturing
• Campaign Setup
• Lead Scoring
• Lead Assignment
• Campaign Setup
• Onboarding
• Data Normalization
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Metrics That 
Matter

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) aren’t called that for kicks! Without 
clearly defined KPIs, marketing initiatives can mirror spaghetti thrown 
on a wall: senseless and messy. The marketing and sales teams at 
enterprise content collaboration platform provider Huddle were 
previously operating as completely independent entities. The company 
saw the negative effects including duplicated effort, money spent without 
tracking ROI, and poor quantity and quality of leads.

Huddle introduced a marketing automation process (MAP) focused 
on analytics data to drive sophisticated decisions that resulted in cost 
savings and revenue improvements.

Some of the metrics that matter to Huddle include:
Company Size Leads (CSL) – As an enterprise software provider, 
engaging larger organizations is critical to Huddle’s success. The team 
focuses on deals that have the ability to increase over time by selling 
additional licenses and professional or consultative services. 

Lead to Sales Opportunity Conversion Rate (L2O%) – Huddle 
monitors sales effectiveness by analyzing the rate at which a MQL is 
converted into a sales opportunity. The team analyzes how L2O%s 
compare to industry and internal benchmarks. If this number decreases, 
it indicates marketing is driving lower quality leads or there has been a 
change in the way sales is qualifying sales opportunities. 

Pipeline Creation & Bookings from Marketing (BFM) – Total value 
of sales opportunities generated from marketing and/or sales provides 
the total pipeline that Huddle’s teams work to close. This illuminates what 
total pipeline is needed to achieve company sales targets.

Funnel Metrics by Marketing Channel/ Content – Marketing fills 
the funnel with leads, engages and educates prospects with relevant 
communications, and passes them on so sales can convert those leads 
into opportunities. Huddle set up reporting visibility into every marketing 
channel’s funnel, such as how PPC, SEO, Events, Webinars, or even 
specific web pages or marketing content performs in terms of leads, 
sales opportunities, and bookings. 

These metrics are monitored weekly to determine week on week 
movements versus expected targets. This process has enabled marketing 
to deliver leads to sales instantly, track where leads are in their buying 
cycle, and what marketing channels are producing the best results. In 
just six months, the marketing team has seen a 48% increase in leads 
accepted by sales as well as a decrease of 22% in overall CPA.

Focus Words

• Enterprise Content
• Collaboration
• Metrics
• Reporting
• Analytics
• Key Performance
• Indicators
• KPIs
• Sales and Marketing 

Alignment
• Marketing Automation 

Process
• Content Marketing

Huddle
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Most Creative 
Marketing 
Campaign

Reaching your audiences effectively to engage in a way that’s meaningful 
to them requires compelling content. The team at PDF software 
provider Nitro was doing a great job of filling the top of the funnel with 
trial inquiries but the online funnel remained very top heavy. 

The company developed an educational nurture program aimed to 
increase conversion rates across the 14-day trial lifecycle. The target 
audience was any person who downloaded a free 14-day trial of Nitro Pro 
from one of their trial sources. 

Figuring the more a user knew about Nitro Pro’s advanced functionality, 
the more value they’d see in the program, they targeted this segment for 
a nurture to purchase play. However, rather than using a series of blasé 
product tutorials, the Nitro team wanted to present the information in 
entertaining way that would be easy for the user to consume. 

Nitro Marketing worked with the product team to structure the program 
using customer feedback to determine which features and functionality 
should be highlighted. Creative and design teams worked together to 
create a series of Nitro Pro PDF Bootcamp emails featuring Milo, the 
Nitro mascot. The web development team took the PSDs from design 
and built out the HTML email and landing page templates, enabling users 
to make a connection between each email in the series, and making it 
easier overall for users to consume the content.

Once the English versions of all necessary assets were complete, 
the Localization team set to work expanding assets in five additional 
languages (Spanish, French, Italian, Dutch, and German). Once the 
translation strings were ready the development team was able to 
implement these across all programmatic assets.

In less than six months, PDF Bootcamp contributed a 250% increase 
in monthly revenue attributed to the Trial Download Series when 
compared to previous results

Focus Words

• PDF Software
• Creative Marketing
• Compelling Content
• Online Funnel
• Product Marketing
• Email Campaign
• Landing Page Templates
• Video Series
• Multi-lingual Campaigns
• Trial Offers

Nitro
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Sales Impact

A lean, mean, revenue-generating machine is by no means a set-
and-forget effort. Anything that yields results requires an ongoing 
commitment to a process improvement approach. To maintain the 
momentum of results, driven by a newly implementing marketing 
automation process, workforce management (WFM) solutions 
provider Kronos Incorporated implemented a performance-based 
revenue generating process.  

Prior to deploying a marketing automation process (MAP), the sales team 
was skeptical about the marketing team’s role in helping them meet 
their revenue goals. Sales reps were not acting on marketing-sourced 
leads. Although the department had data to support marketing’s role in 
contributing to the sales pipeline, the perception remained with sales reps 
that marketing wasn’t helping to drive revenue.

Three years later, the marketing and sales teams worked closely to 
create marketing programs supporting the Kronos vertical go-to-market 
strategy. A tightly integrated sales and marketing solution was critical 
to building that relationship. By using web alerts and notifications, the 
sales team started to better understand the connection between 
email marketing and web traffic. The marketing team has improved 
the automation of multi-touch programs that effectively move prospects 
through the buying phases, helping the team become more credible 
with the sales organization.

Finding the Right Marketing Mix
Real-time Reports and Dashboards – The team relies on real-
time reports from the marketing automation system for early 
indicators that a campaign is delivering results. Monitoring the opens, 
clicks, and form submits allows marketing managers to quickly identify 
underperforming campaigns that may interfere with the ability to 
deliver on lead targets.

Closed-loop Lead Management – The team’s integrated marketing 
automation and CRM on demand environment enables Kronos to 
process leads on a timely basis and track progress through the funnel.

Contact Database – The team integrated the contact database with 
out-of-the-box integration to CRM onDemand as well as various cloud 
connectors.

The program is valued by multiple stakeholders in the sales organization 
including the management team, but especially so by the inside sales 
team in the SMB space, which requires a strong tool set to successfully 
cover large territories and drive a higher volume of smaller deals.

Kronos 
Incorporated 

Focus Words

• Workforce Management
• Revenue Generation
• Sales Accountability
• Marketing and Sales 

Alignment
• Vertical Go-to-Market 

Strategy
• Multi-touch Programs
• Reporting
• Lead Management
• Database Management
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Marketing Automation 
Rookie of the Year

As the other case study examples highlighted in this eBook, the benefits 
of rolling out marketing automation can be flexibly valuable for various 
parts of the business, when well executed. The entire marketing team 
at health information connectivity and management solutions 
provider ZirMed implemented a marketing automation process (MAP) 
with the first campaign goal centered on generating awareness and 
interest in a new product. 

Ready to Launch
To help implement their marketing automation system (MAS), the 
company created an internal team comprised of members from 
marketing, operations, and the CRM admin. The team met regularly to 
define processes and create a transition plan.

The implementation and testing period took two weeks and the team 
launched the first campaign the same day the system went live. The 
ZirMed team is able to better capitalize on prospect’s actions—such 
opening or clicking through an email—by immediately sending them 
another targeted offer. The team also benefits from reporting with 
improved visibility into campaign performance. The team is using different 
functionality to optimize the MAP including:

Campaign Management – Create multi-touch campaigns that have 
branching logic. Campaigns are easily integrated with other applications 
the company uses.

Segmentation – Segment on actions that a lead has taken as well as on 
demographic characteristics. This has led to better-targeted campaigns.

Sales Insight – Give the sales team greater visibility into what marketing 
is doing so they are no longer blindly calling leads.

Analytics – Report to management on different campaign metrics.
In addition to a cleansed database, ZirMed has seen a 93% email 
deliverability rate (in comparison to 55%-75%), and inquiries 
doubled over the first three months. 

Sales qualified leads (SQLs) increased 62% year over year in the first 
quarter and 114% year over year in the second quarter. Cost per lead 
(CPL) also has decreased by 31% over the first six months, and sales 
increased 32% year over year in the first quarter.

ZirMed
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Modern Marketing Superheroes

Hungry for more 
success stories?  
Check out  
markies.eloqua.com

Oracle Eloqua is the leading provider of modern marketing automation and revenue 
performance management software that helps ensure every component of marketing works 
harder and more efficiently to drive revenue. Eloqua software is now the centerpiece of 
the Oracle Marketing Cloud. Companies across a wide range of industries rely on Eloqua’s 
cloud-based software, professional services and education programs to help them automate 
marketing processes across multiple channels, target and nurture prospects and deliver 
highly qualified leads at a lower cost to sales teams. 

For more information, visit www.eloqua.com, subscribe to the ”It’s All About Revenue” blog, 
call 855.695.4418, or email demand@eloqua.com 
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